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The Army routinely employs high-resolution, computer-based vehicle models to help set
performance specifications and identify upper bounds on safe operation. Validated model predictions are
used to support the development, product improvement, deployment and training processes. Computeraided vehicle analysis is also important because changing battlefield requirements and emerging technology
are pushing designs toward increased complexity. For example, the operator's influence on system
performance must be accurately represented because current designs are placing more emphasis on
systems that adapt to his capabilities. Therefore models must be capable of incorporating operator inputs
in real time when they are important. Vehicles also have critical subsystems that must be accurately
modeled or represented empirically, and optimized to run in real time along with the equations of motion.
Effective modeling and simulation requires (1) accurate characterization of vehicle systems, (2) conversion
of data into models, and (3) ease of application to diverse problems.
Computational dynamics, as we know it today, began with the development of analog and digital
computers in the 1950s and 1960s1 , but the theory of constrained multibody dynamics was developed in
the late 1600's to the 1800s2 3 . Initial vehicle models were necessarily simplified and hand optimized to fit
existing architectures, and they evolved in the 1960's as newer computers were developed. At that time, a
single model may have required two or more years of concentrated developmental effort. The trend in the
1970's and early 1980's was toward general purpose programs to provide simpler environments for rapid
model development. These programs exploited the latest advances in dynamics algorithms, numerical
methods and compiler design, but their generality made them much less efficient. In the 1980's, novel
algorithms, combined with vector and parallel processors, were invented to control robotic devices.

Researchers also explored symbolic processors to augment or replace hand manipulation and coding.
Now, symbolic processing, with emphasis on fitting computational algorithms to unique multiprocessor
hardware and software architectures, has become commonplace when developing vehicle dynamics
models. However, many of the computationally intensive procedures associated with general methods
were retained, and the solution to these residual inefficiencies was to employ more powerful and expensive
computers.
Most vehicle system models used for real-time applications have some nice features that can be
exploited to gain computational advantage over general simulation methods. With better understanding of
these features, a number of novel ad hoc techniques can be used to reduce computational overhead, often
by orders of magnitude. However, most of them are difficult to implement, and they require more
expertise and development time to obtain working models. But they do have the advantage of allowing
larger, more detailed real-time models to be executed on less expensive computers.
2. TRADITIONAL APPROACHIS TO FORMULATING EQUATIONS OF MorION
To better understand how computational overhead may be reduced, it is useful to briefly illustrate a
vehicle's kinematic, dynamic and kinetic equation structures. This can be done in a number of ways, but
an approach which exploits graph theoretic descriptions of topology and object oriented representations
using spatial algebra provides more direct paths to the desired results. The ultimate goal is to minimize
run-time overhead by relegating many of the operations to preprocessors and avoiding others entirely.
Numerous multibody formalisms exist in the literature and can be classified roughly into three
categories 4 as described below. Newton first defined equations for the translational motion of a particle
and Euler developed them for the rotational motion of a rigid body. Together, Newton-Euler equations2
(NEE) give the absolute spatial motion of rigid bodies in a Cartesian setting. Joints are represented by
imposing algebraic constraints on the displacements, and by appending second time derivatives of these
equations to the NEE using Lagrange multipliers. Many modem computer algorithms are based on NEE
with appended constraints4. The number of variables in models based on this method can be large and the
constrained equations will generally have the factored block matrix form
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Lagrange developed a second approach based on kinetic energy expressed in terms of joint relative
velocities. He defined a procedure to expand a kinetic energy expression into Lagrange's equations 2 (LE)
and used multipliers to append constraint equations to obtain

Later, others such as Appell, Gibbs 2 and Kane 5 developed procedures to derive equations of
motion with no appended constraint equations. Their formulations, which are the most strongly coupled
and the most difficult to derive, also have the simplest matrix form
Mq 4 = Qq

(3)

For simplicity, (3) will be referred to as Kane's equations (KE), although there is much more to his
5
method than implied by this equation .

To numerically integrate the variables in the above equations, they must be isolated using some
form of matrix factorization, followed by forward elimination and back substitution 6 . The matrix in (1) is
generally large and sparsely populated with nonzero entries, so specially designed factbrization algorithms,
which manipulate only the nonzero entries, have been developed 7 . Sparse matrix manipulation algorithms
have considerable overhead and are not always reliable. Appending constraints as in (1) and (2) results in
systems of differential-algebraic equations with dependent variables, which creates additional numerical
and stability problems 8 . Vehicle simulations based on (1) are slow and the results may be unpredictable if
a user lacks sufficient numerical analysis background.
Computer programs based on (2) and (3) cover a broad spectrum of solution strategies. Many use
full matrix L-U factorization because the coefficient matrices are densely populated with nonzero entries.
More recent algorithms use symbolic procedures to generate computer programs which give the factors
directly 9

13 .

However, effective parallelism is limited by the so-called serial recursion operations which

3

are required to evaluate the equations and compute the L-U factors. Vehicle simulations based on (2) and
(3) tend to be more efficient than those based on (1), but the models may be more difficult to set up.
NEE are attractive because defining vehicle models and formulating equations in Cartesian
coordinates is systematic. However, the use of appended constraint equations in (1) that do not contain
joint variables leads to numerical difficulties that cannot be fixed by any amount of preprocessing. As
noted above, it is difficult to define and develop vehicle models in (2) and (3), but it is virtually impossible
to transform (1) into forms equivalent to (3) that can be effectively processed.
3. AUGM TlD NEWTN.EIJb• EOUATOS OF M(lON
We use a modified augmented NEE approach (ANEE) that contains Cartesian coordinates and
joint variables to develop equations suitable for direct symbolic reduction to the KE form' 2 1' 3 . The ANEE
approach takes the general form
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which is described below.
A vehicle model starts with a collection of rigid bodies interconnected by idealized nondeformring
joints. Its topology, specified by a spanning tree, indicates how the bodies are related by the joints. An
invertible Boolean connectivity matrix C, defines how bodies and joints are related in the spanning tree,
and a second Boolean matrix C, defines how branches are connected by additional chord joints to form
closed kinematic circuits. Let R0 = C(-' and R, = -C.Ro define the respective matrix inverses.
Spatial algebra is used to combine rotational and translational quantities into single entities. Spatial
rotational and translational operators, which are explicit functions of the joint variables, are used to
transform these quantities as needed. Let joint i be defined by a spatial partial velocity h, where hiA gives
the relative spatial velocity across the joint and A is the time derivative of the joint variable(s). If
H. = diag[hf

h, .. ... h~J; Hc = diag[h1, h2, ..., h,,]
po=[pr, p2, .... P*rr
T T • [pc, pr
JTpn
4(6)
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(5)
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then

(7)

Cov = HaP.; Cy = HPc

(8)

v[

v.

.... VT

where v contains the absolute spatial velocity of every body in the system, and n. and nc indicate the
number of spanning tree joints and chord joints, respectively.
Solve the first part of (8) for v, and substitute into the second to obtain the loop closure condition
RJfHpo)+ Hope= 0

(9)

which determines joint variable dependency. Equation (9) represents the time derivative of loop constraint
equations, CD(Pa, PC) = 0, which must be satisfied for all possible configurations. Let
(10)

q = l.p, + 1,pc
select independent variables frompa andpc where!, and!c are Boolean matrices.
The dependent variables are computed using Newton-Raphson iteration,
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when q is given. In vehicle models, the dependent variables are functions of a small number of elements
in q. These quantities are precomputed in a preprocessor at discrete intervals of q and approximated by Bsplines14. This process avoids the use of (11) during run time.

Introducing partial velocities Ba and Bc such that p. =B,,4 and Pc =B,4, and substituting into (9)
and into the time derivative of (10), and equating coefficients of the independent variables q gives
[RcHa

][.:[0

HcIC

(12)

where I is an identity matrix. As above, Ba and Bc are precomputed at discrete intervals of q in (12) and
approximated by B-splines for evaluation during run time.
The first part of (8) is differentiated and manipulated to obtain the absolute spatial accelerations
a = RABA

+ RA(.B. + HA.)4

5

(13)

The partial velocities of R. and ha are also precomputed as functions of q and approximated by B-splines
for direct evaluation during run time.
To obtain the ANEE, let
,M
M = dia4MI'M
2 ..... M

(14)

; p = Mv

where M contains the entire vehicle's mass and moments of inertia, and p is the total momentum.

Differentiating momentum gives the constrained equations of motion as

P = Ma + lv

= crfa + Ccf• + g

[ ...
r; g =[g, gr .... g r

(15)
(16)

represent reaction forces in the spanning tree joints, reaction forces in the chord joints, and all other forces
acting in the system, respectively. The constraint reaction forces are projected onto the joint subspaces as
(17)
Qa = Hafa; Qc = Hfc
where Q. and Qc represent moments and forces that may be applied in the joints.
Equations (13), (15) and (17) define (4) and may be combined to obtain (3) where
Mq=(RaHaBa) T MRaHaBa; Qq =with Q -B T Q +

(18)

-

(RaHoBa) Tg ; Q'• = (RaHaBa)T (MV + MRa{

B . + H a.I)

(19)

The elements of Qqq in (19) may be written in factored form as
Q• = 11:211 Qqo(q)l,4l
1 J

(20)

where Q••,(q) are precomputed and approximated by B-splines for direct evaluation during run time. Many
components of Q•(q,4) are also precomputed and approximated by B-splines for additional run-time
efficiency.
4. SPECIAL METHODS FOR OBTAINING REAL-TIME VEHICLE SIMULATIONS
Highly specialized and ad hoc techniques must be employed to obtain real-time vehicle simulations
on moderately-sized computers without degrading model integrity. The method of precomputing
coefficients and approximating by B-splines was already discussed. Other not-so-obvious techniques
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reported in the literature have promising possibilities. An argument made by a number of researchers in
real-time dynamics applications is that some simulation accuracy can be sacrificed without significantly
degrading model performance. However, numerical integration stability must be preserved or the results
could be meaningless. Stable, fixed-step integration methods have been developed that allow substantially
larger time steps without degrading the accuracy of most important state variables8 .
With spatial algebra and joint coordinate formulations, each vehicle's equations of motion are
formulated in its own chassis coordinate system. This keeps the entire vehicle's inertia matrix nearly
constant for all possible vehicle orientations in space, which means that matrixMq in (18) remains nearly
constant. HoldingMq constant at a nominal value meets the accuracy requirements of most mobility,
stability and quality assessment applications. Thus its inverse or factors can be precomputed and stored
for use during run time. Nominal values forQ,0(q) in (20) are also precomputed and stored. Evaluating
and factoring these terms during run time, even when interpolating functions are used, represents a
substantial percentage of the computational overhead. Depending on model complexity, holding these
quantities constant could further increase execution efficiency by several hundred percent.
The incorporation of kinematic differentials 15 into the vehicle kinematics equations is another
procedure that substantially reduces run-time computational overhead without degrading model accuracy.
For ease of model development and for graphical display purposes, it is generally convenient or necessary

to incorporate many bodies into a vehicle model. Using precomputed kinematics and dynamics quantities,
most of these bodies will make insignificant contributions to the dynamic solution, so they can be omitted

from the real-time simulation algorithms. Kinematic differentials provide a means to do this by accurately
filling in the gaps left by the omitted bodies. In a preprocessor, the essential bodies to be retained in the
dynamics model are first identified. Then accurate relative displacements between the retained bodies and

their kinematic differentials (partial velocities) are computed as functions of the independent variables in q,
and approximated by B-splines. However, Mq and QjJ(q) are still precomputed with all bodies retained in
the model. This process avoids computing the displacements, velocities and accelerations of the omitted
bodies during run-time. However, they can all be evaluated later in post processors as functions of the
recorded independent variables q and their derivatives.

7

Using empirically-based subsystem models is another procedure which shows promise for
reducing computational overhead without degrading model resolution. A particular real-time simulation
model may be practical for evaluating the performance of only a small number of subsystems within a
vehicle. And some of these systems may actually be functioning hardware and software which have been
interfaced directly with the model. Other complex subsystems such as the engine and transmission may be
best represented by empirically-determined performance curves which can be stored in lookup tables and
incorporated into the model. For example, the M2-A2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle uses an on-board
computer algorithm to control various engine, transmission and steering states. This computer algorithm
is installed directly into the model and interfaced with empirical representations of the engine, transmission
and steering. Representative track and tire/soil interaction models are also essential for making many
vehicle performance predictions, but their model implementations are complex and computationally
intensive. Empirically-determined track and tire/soil interaction curves can be used to provide similar
inputs to the model at a fraction of the computational overhead.
The state variables used in vehicle models are roughly divided into those with low frequency
components and large amplitudes, and those with low and high frequency components but with small
amplitudes. For real-time applications, it is important to accurately integrate the first set of variables and
approximate the remaining low frequency/small amplitude components. If the high frequency components
are important, then real-time simulations are impractical and other procedures must be taken. Stable
implicit integration methods are being investigated to accomplish this task16 .
Impact and other transient events within a vehicle model can create havoc with fixed-step
integration algorithms. An event may be missed or inaccurately represented, or a simulation could become
unstable. A practical method for handling impact events in real-time simulation environments is being
studied for incorporation into the models 17 . Consider a jounce stop and suppose it has been isolated from
the rest of the vehicle. The state of the jounce stop depends on a small number of vehicle states and loads
which are each bounded. In a preprocessor, the isolated high frequency jounce stop equations of motion
are integrated at very small time steps over a wide range of initial starting conditions and loads for the
duration of one much larger real-time integration time step. Multi-dimensional lookup tables of the

8

suspension's states at the end of the simulation interval are generated as functions of the initial conditions
and assumed loads. During run time at the same integration time step and when a suspension impact is
eminent, the suspension's states and interface forces are input to the lookup tables to predict what it will be
doing after the step has been taken. Experiments with an MI dynamic tank model have shown good
results' 7 .
5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Figure 1 shows a computer-generated image of the High Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle
(HMMWV) and Fig. 2 shows the Bradley Fighting Vehicle M2. These two vehicles are widely different
in their functionality and construction. The HMMWV suspension and steering kinematic models are
represented by 17 kinematic loops with many dependent variables, and the M2 model contains no loops or
dependent variables. The HMMWV model has 16 degrees of freedom and the M2 has 37.
The HMMWV model contains 46 rigid bodies--chassis, 20 suspension elements, four wheels,
eight steering elements and 13 drive train elements, including the engine.

These elements are

interconnected by numerous revolute, universal, spherical and cylindrical joints. An empirically-based
drive train model extending from the engine to the half-shafts provides input propulsion to the wheels.
Nonlinear tire/terrain interaction models develop vertical, lateral and fore-aft forces to support and propel
the vehicle. Kinematic differentials are used to eliminate all bodies but the chassis and four wheels from
the dynamic model. This process tremendously reduces computational overhead because unly the chassis
and wheel displacements and velocities must be evaluated. In this real-time model, B-spline lookup tables
are used to evaluate the necessary kinematic quantities for computing dependent displacements and
velocities, and to evaluate force inputs from suspensions and steering. Lookup tables are also used to
implement the empirical drive train models. Operator inputs to the model are through throttle, braking,
steering and gear selection commands. Graphical dynamic displays are from the driver's position or from
a birds-eye view.
The M2 model is composed of 32 rigid bodies--chassis, 12 road arms, 12 road wheels, two drive
sprockets, two idlers, turret, gun and engine. The bodies are interconnected by revolute joints. The tracks
are represented as elastic bands wrapped around the sprockets, idlers and road wheels, which allow the

9

vehicle to be propelled and steered through the sprockets. Nonlinear wheel/terrain interaction models
develop vertical, lateral and fore-aft forces to support and propel the vehicle. An empirically-based drive
train model extending from the engine to the drive sprockets, including the electronic controller algorithm
taken directly from the vehicle, provides the input propulsion and steering to the model. In this real-time
model, lookup tables are required primarily to implement the empirical models because no dependent
quantities have to be evaluated. Operator inputs to the model are through throttle, braking, steering and
gear selection commands. Graphical dynamic displays are from the driver's position or from a birds-eye
view.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Computer Generated Image of HMMWV

Computer Generated Image of Bradley M2-A2
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